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FlexibleHiggs

The Higgs mass is a very important prediction in SUSY models

Quartic coupling in MSSM is fixed:

Tree level upperbound on lightest Higgs mass 

To test if 125 GeV is possible two-loop corrections are essential!

Many alternatives (NMSSM, E6SSM, MRSSM) raise the Higgs mass.   

Furthermore Higgs mass and sparticle limits imply large logs need resummed 

But then two-loop corrections are also essential to check you actually 
resolve the problem.



diagonalise
for eigenvalues

Fixed Order Calculation in full theory 

In practice this is done with:

- chosen to minimise largest  logarithmic corrections 
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Implemented in a number of 
public spectrum generators

Advantage:  includes terms  

Disadvantage: no resummed logs
Suffers from large logs when 
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                   can includes two-loop matching    

Implemented in SUSYHD and FlexibleSUSY HSSUSY 
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EFT:  match pole masses 
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Advantage:  Resums logs
                    Includes   
                    Can be used in any model
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Disadvantage:  two-loop matching not
                         known currently

New FlexibleHiggs 
approach
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Comparison of FlexibleSUSY EFTs and Fixed order calculations in 
the MSSM



SUSY HD vs FlexibleHiggs (Xt = 0)



Comparison to public codes (Xt = 0)
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Why is Spheno so different?      
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Why do FlexibleSUSY and SOFTSUSY agree so well with FlexibleHiggs?
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differences from 
calculation of 

Cause of agreement: 
must be an accidental cancellation!



Comparison to public codes

Why is Spheno so different?      

Or      

Why do FlexibleSUSY and SOFTSUSY agree so well with FlexibleHiggs?

Cause of agreement: 
must be an accidental cancellation!

Large coefficients suggest both 
FlexibleSUSY and Spheno have a 

larger uncertainty than the 
difference between the suggests

Fixed order expansion:



Comparison to public codes (Xt != 0)



Comparison to public codes (Xt != 0)



Summary and outlook

● FlexibleHiggs uses a new EFT approach to predict Higgs mass in any SUSY model with 
resummed two-loop logarithmic corrections. 

● The pole-mass matching approach of FlexibleHiggs ensures beautiful agreement with the 
fixed order calculation when MSUSY = MZ.

● For the MSSM FlexibleHiggs agrees very well with the leading calculations when Xt=0

● When Xt != 0 the two-loop matching corrections can be large are and introduce finite shifts 
between SUSYHD / HSSUSY and FlexibleHiggs 

● FlexibleHiggs has already been applied and studied in the NMSSM, E6SSM and MRSSM 
(see forthcoming paper for details)

● Two-loop matching conditions will be provided and studied in a future update 

● FlexibleHiggs will be made publicly available as part of FlexibleSUSY in a new release

● We also have done a detailed study of error estimation for FlexibleHiggs, uising methods 
that are applicable to all models  (see forthcoming paper for details) 



SUSY HD vs MSSM-tower (Xt = 0)
(difference)

Alternative version of plot with more steps



Fixed order MSSM uncertainty estimation



FlexibleHiggs uncertainty estimation

FlexibleSUSY/FlexibleHiggs



FlexibleHiggs uncertainty estimation

Vary renormalisation scale of SM Higgs mass calculation

FlexibleSUSY/FlexibleHiggs



Comparison of uncertainties
Note: combining errors linearly is quite conservative, so these are likely an overestimate 
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